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Starlight and TimeStarlight and Time

Relativity,Relativity,
Time Dilation, andTime Dilation, and

White Hole CosmologyWhite Hole Cosmology

Hubble Deep FieldHubble Deep Field
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The Universe is HugeThe Universe is Huge

If the cosmos is so young,If the cosmos is so young,
how can we see so much of it?how can we see so much of it?

If it takes 12 billion years for light from the If it takes 12 billion years for light from the 
most distant galaxies to reach us,most distant galaxies to reach us,

how can the world be so young?how can the world be so young?

Psalm 115:16 (NKJV)
The heaven, even the heavens, are the 
Lord’s; But the earth He has given to the 
children of men. 

Isaiah 55:8-9 (NKJV)
“For My thoughts are not your thoughts, Nor 
are your ways My ways,” says the Lord. 
“For as the heavens are higher than the 
earth, So are My ways higher than your 
ways, And My thoughts than your thoughts.”
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What we 
see

Mature Creation TheoryMature Creation Theory

Super Nova
Star

Growing Gas Cloud Remnant 
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Actual Object 
160,000 LY away

Mature Creation TheoryMature Creation Theory
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“One of the hardest concepts to accept is that the Universe is everything 
that is. Not only the matter and energy but all the dimensions as well. 
There is no “outside” to the Universe and it has no “edge”, at least not in 
the usual sense that we think of these concepts. 

When we think of the Big Bang we instinctively think of the small 
Universe expanding like a sphere into an empty void. Unfortunately this 
is incorrect. The dimensions that we commonly use, three spatial and 
one time, are all mixed up when the early Universe is concerned and our 
normal concepts of space and time are not valid. 

The only way that it can be partly understood is to consider the two-
dimensional analogue of the surface of a balloon which is being inflated. 
The surface is everywhere continuous, has no edge and yet is 
expanding. The three-dimensional analogue (whose understanding 
defeats the writer!) will represent the Universe.”

Science and Engineering Research Council
Royal Greenwich Observatory 

Cosmological PrincipleCosmological Principle

Hawking and Ellis, 
The Large Scale Structure of Space-Time

““ ... we would not claim our position in space is ... we would not claim our position in space is 
specially distinguished in any way.  We shall  ... specially distinguished in any way.  We shall  ... 
call this assumption the Copernican Principle.call this assumption the Copernican Principle.””

““ ... implying that ... the universe is approximately  ... implying that ... the universe is approximately  
spatially homogeneous.spatially homogeneous.””

““ However we are not able to make cosmological However we are not able to make cosmological 
models without models without some admixture of ideologysome admixture of ideology ."."
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Big Big 
BangBang
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The speed of light:   The speed of light:   ‘‘cc’’

The speed of light is a constant, The speed of light is a constant, 
independent of the relative velocity of independent of the relative velocity of 
the observer.the observer.

Michelson and Morley, 1888Michelson and Morley, 1888

This means that no matter where the This means that no matter where the 
light originated from, or how fast you are light originated from, or how fast you are 
moving, you will always measure the moving, you will always measure the 
speed of light to be the same!speed of light to be the same!

Michelson & Morley, 1888Michelson & Morley, 1888
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Michelson & Morley, 1888Michelson & Morley, 1888
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Moving Light Clock Moving Light Clock ((½½ speed of c)speed of c)

Observer in 
Moving Frame

Observer in 
Stationary Frame
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direction of travel 
at 1/2 speed of c

1.3 light-seconds

Elapsed time
2.0 seconds

Elapsed time
2.6 seconds

Time Dilation due to Centrifugal ForceTime Dilation due to Centrifugal Force

Normal

Normal

Slow

∆ Due to
Force

∆ Due to
Velocity

Centrifugal force
and acceleration

have the same
fundamental

effect.

Step 1, rotate disc

Step 2, rotate slow

Step 3, move back

Step 4, rotate world
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Force Equivalency PrincipalForce Equivalency Principal

There is no 
difference 
between the 
forces of 
Acceleration 
and Gravity.

Therefore, 
Gravity will 
also slow time!

Accelerating
In Space

Resting
on Earth

Spaceship

Russell HumphreyRussell Humphrey’’ss
White Hole CosmologyWhite Hole Cosmology

The Bible + Relativity =
Different clock 
rates for different 
places in the 
universe
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StretchingStretching
HeavensHeavens

Creating the 
Sun, Moon 

and Stars on 
Day 4

Event
Horizon

Genesis 1:5 (NKJV)
God called the light Day, and the 
darkness He called Night. So the 
evening and the morning were the 
first day. 


